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All Power Reactor Licensees

Gentiomen:

In the documents " Interim Fomat and Content for a Physical Security
Plan for tiucicar Pct:er Plants (Draft)", i!UP.EG-0207, February 1977
and " Interim Acceptance Critoria for a Physical Sacurity Plan for
Nuclear Power Plants (Draft)", tiUREG-0220, i:crch 1977, the !!RC
provide:i guidance to licencees as regards the demonstration that
high assurc.nce protocsien against industrial sabotage will be
provided at their nuclear pc<rer ciants. This c uanstraticn is
require:I in order to assure sa:isfaction of the provisions of
10 CFR 73.55(a). The attached pacxage of fear enclosures contains
information that the !!EC staff -feels will be helpful to licensees

in the dronstraticn of high assurance protection. It should be
clearly understced that in transmitting this information the tiRC
staff k rot ex7reging er jrmivinq a mandate that it be used.
There ara uneocacacey otnar teenniques that can be employed to
provide the required demonstration.

Enclosure 1 is a user's manual for the EASI (Estir. ate of Adversary
Sequence Interruption) computer model developed by Sandia Laboratories.
This is a very simple model which provides an astinate of the pro-
bability that tha physical security force will arrive to interrupt
the adversary before successful industrial sabotaga can be cocoleted.
In the bach of this ranual there are listings of the EASI model for
the SR-52 and lip-67 hand-hald calculators. The NRC staff has programed
the EASI modal en a hand-held calculator and found this a sicple and
convenient approach. /

'

The !!RC staff has also program:cd the EASI model in FORTPJJ4 using
the Tire-sharing Oction (TS0) en an IES370. The FORTRAtt listing
of this program is Enclosure 2.
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The TSO Physical Protection Model has been developed by Brookhaven
flational Laboratory's Technical Support organization and has been
used in assessing pnysical security effectiveness at aoout 20 ERDA
(DGE) and !io.C facilities. This codel is non-probacilistic and sinply
estimates whether tre adversary or the physical security force tras
successful given that the first detection of intrusion was cade at
a particular point. The user's nanual for the liEUH00 version of
TSO is included as Enclosure 3.

Tre ERC staff has impleaented the !;EW!!0D version of TSO on the IBit-370
using tne Time-sharing Option. The FORTRAi! listing of this progran
-is Enclosure 4. It should be noted that the !!RC version of TSO has
been sinplified sOncvhat to elininate sone caeanility that is not
pertinent to the protection of nuclear power plants. The TSO nodel
is not yet available on a hann-helo calculator.

One of the v'ery valuable features of the TSO model is the extensive
cata base of barrier penetration tines which is an inte';ral part of
the nonel. Since the question of barrier penetration times is an
extreacly irportant one in chysical security evaluation, the t'2C
staff is enraged in verifying the entries in the TSO data base.
Until this process is conplete, use of the ISO data Dase as it is
now constituted is suggested.

.

Sincerely,

'S

A. Schwencer, Chief
Operating Peactors 3 ranch el
Division of Operating Reactors

Enclosures:
As stated

CC W/o enclosures:
See next page
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cc: Mr. William L. Porter
Duke Power Cog any
P. O. Box 2178
422 South Church Street
Charlotte, North Carolina 28242 ,

,

J. Michael McGarry, III, Esquire
DeBevoise & Liberman
700 Shoreham Building
806-15th Street, NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20005

Oconee Public Library
201 South Spring Street
Walhalla, So~uth Carolina 29691
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